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This book contains an urgent message to all humanity. Please excuse the inelegant English
style. Maybe my choice of words might be funny or difficult to understand. As I am just
coming out of the cover now (living as a hermit of consciousness before), there is no network,
no help, or money so far to support a better translation from German into English. It's all
home done, i.e. by google translater and my English comprehension. For the sake of all
humanity the book could not wait. It would love to receive a further editing! Keeping that in
mind – please have fun!
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This is not a manual for disasters. I will not tell you anything about stockpiling or frighten
you, nor convert you to the true faith or indulge in savage speculation about our future. Far
too many scenarios have already been developed in film, television, in book form and on the
internet. I do not want to convince you that there will be an end of the world at all. But at least
I would like to draw your attention to the fact that the warning signals increase significantly. I
am convinced that we are right in the middle of it all.
It will not be the first end of the world either. There have been more world-downs in human
history, but you will not find them in any history book. The Hopi Indian people claim to have
already survived three world declines, global catastrophes that completely changed the planet.
And not only that, all the signs that the Hopi should tell that another such apocalypse is
imminent have already arrived, except for one: The Bluestar Prophecy. In addition to the past
world doomsday, we will focus on this last prophecy of the blue star, a star that appears just
before the end of the world to announce the beginning of the new world.
Let me introduce myself briefly. I'm Bluestar, and I have come to announce doomsday and
guide as many people as possible safely through the transition. It would be wonderful if
everyone could join me on that journey, but that's up to each of you to decide for yourselves. I
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know that sounds presumptuous or crazy and that's why I dedicate the third chapter to my personal
story and how I've discovered that I am who I am. We will find a completely different approach to
the prophecies of the Hopi and unravel the Bluestar Prophecy. It will be necessary for me to tell you
details of who I am that I have previously entrusted to only very intimate friends, because they just
sound too crazy but that's what really happened to me. I will explain what I personally have to do
with the end of the world and why this theme has been with me for a lifetime. I want to inspire and
encourage you to follow your own path while inviting all of you to create a safe passage through the
end of the world, together.
Our survival will depend crucially on whether we can get out of the artificial matrix in a creative
way, intuitively and illogically, but above all unpredictably, instead of battling against it on the field
of its choice of mind it prefers, or to hide powerlessly. It is way to superior to us in all terms of
long-term planning, logic and cold intelligence. But if we do not even enter its mental battlefield,
we have all the trumps in our hands: Because heart is trump.
We need to change as soon as possible a system that moves relatively automatically in a direction
that does us no good and where our health and our freedom will fall by the wayside. For your
understanding of this book and for your own safe passage, it does not matter if you believe in
political, economic, or social injustices as causative factors, or if you blame a deep state, a secret
world government, or even extraterrestrials. In this book, I call a system a 'matrix' when it pulls us
into self-defeating wars, diseases and disasters through constraints and inadequate democratic and
social structures or through a secret agenda. My own personal idea comes very close to the movie
'Matrix', but for our liberation it does not matter how we define 'Matrix'.
The patriarchy was historically favored, because life out of the mind can be better controlled.
Strong women have always been dangerous - for the Matrix. That is not a question of the sexes
either. The greatest avatars in history have lived mainly from their female side and from their hearts.
And we can do that too. We will get out of the matrix together, which would otherwise drive us
further into destruction. The good news is that if we understand the context, it is almost child's play
to tear down those bars of our prison! That's why I present them to you in detail in the fourth
chapter. Fortunately, these bars only exist in the consciousness of each individual and only there can
you remove them. A consciousness prison is liberated by the respective consciousness itself, no one
else can do that for you. And that can be easily created from the sofa.
What is it all about in this power game on our planet? What do you think? Why are there wars, why
are all talking about investments? Profits, power and control, why? Is there really only greed and
megalomania in the game? What is being exploited or collected? Worker? Money? Datas? Or an
esoteric spiritual interpretation of the gold reserves or your energy? No: I have found out, that your
whole, living, creative power is harvested! This is a new and important approach, so we need to be
more specific about that. This is your only capital for real change, your most important asset, to
carry you safely through the end of the world and into the new one. Learn to create your own life
with it instead of giving your power to others. It's not about doing the right thing. That is just a
distraction that keeps you fidgeting in the Matrix because you've gone to the glue on it, the way a
fly sticks to a spider web. Our real power is to influence probabilities and create new possibilities!
Your destiny is not set in stone and our future is malleable. A simple formula will expose your
potential to create a good life for yourself. And then we take care of our good mood, because our
emotions are crucial for a safe passage. So how can we keep our sense of humor in this serious
situation? There is every reason to rejoice!
I tell you: I come from a neighboring universe that has already been completed. I have incarnated
into various humanoid and non-humanoid races facing each other in the galactic wars. Because I
wanted to understand this war and learn to create peace. In this life on earth, I woke up spiritually in
1987 with the first major wave at age 34. I then artificially delayed my further awakening as much
as I possibly could, watching the others around me to comprehend the process of awakening in
depth. I also expanded my skills as a teacher and in scientifically structured thinking to be prepared
for the people who hinder themselves in learning or have developed an emotional behavioral
disorder. In my eyes, these are all those who still live in the Matrix and feel free. They are only as
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free as the lemmings and will fall together into the abyss, if it goes on unchecked. Lemmings are
small mammals that instinctively go into a collective suicide every few years, when their
populations get out of hand, and rush off a cliff into the sea in one long move. I would be glad, if
you would not fire my book into the corner at the first resistance, because these resistances will
come as surely as the Amen in the church. Only lemmings behave conventionally and fall
collectively over the cliff into the sea! I am not interested in a collective suicide. With this book I
just want to take you on a journey, a journey that leads us happily through the end of the world.
May it impart new ideas, knowledge, insights and strength, and encourage you on your own path.
Whoever understands and implements this book should be able to create a safe passage in the end.
And I wish that you too are part of it! Together we can do that, we will seek and find the ideal way
through and create heaven on earth. Maybe we even manage to dance very happily through the
chaos that lies ahead of us. Our joy is central to our heavenly endeavor, more important than you
might think now. For me, this book project has already done extremely well, even if in between
times I always felt like I was diving through my own downfall. In the end, this book gave me back
my clarity and strength and brought forth old knowledge and new insights. It has thoroughly
cleaned up my colorful mess in my mind that were left by my interests, studies, education and all
my life experiences in me. While I usually jump ambidextrously between the left and right
hemispheres of my brain, either exploring things with scientific interest or enthusiastically
performing illogical-creative leaps or making meditative excursions to the energetic heights of
spiritual planes, I have always lacked something like a holistic overall view. I asked myself for this
book: What is the essence of what I have found out to this point in my life? I know from experience
that my thinking, feeling, and acting will not form a new next consciousness, and overcome the
level of copying and parroting, when it has a significant impact on my own life
and I can also explain it to others in a really good way, in a way that they can do something with it.
Only then did I really understand it myself, with effect on my life. Until then, it remains as
superficial as a garment that I can take off again at any time. And expresses itself massively in
opinionated knowledge. Or in a tunnel view, which sees through pink glasses. I know that, I know
myself and I must be careful, otherwise I will fall back into this pattern.
This book addresses all people indiscriminately, without exception: People who are predominantly
intellectual and with their left half brain of thought and linear logic on their way through life and
those who prefer the feminine approach of the right half of the brain through intuition, creativity,
and feelings, and no matter what their level of consciousness and level of vibration is. I would like
to fill the blind spots of each consciousness with new life. I ask the spiritual among my readers not
to jump off just because the energy of the book does not feel continuously bright, sublime, and
beneficial, as they are used to from spiritual literature. Since the ending of our world is all about our
collective shadow, I invite you instead to dive through again with me. This time very powerful,
clear, grounded and aware and as a service to the earth. Let's dive through the collective shadow
again, where we have been integrating our personal shadow. It is important to jump from the pink
cloud every now and then into the colorful life. And to create. To be able to do this in the best way,
the shadow provides us with the detailed information as to where the source wants to go with us.
The classical mathematical psychologist Piaget had recognized that our learning happens in two
phases: assimilation and adaptation. Assimilation is the reception of new information. I advocate
doing this assimilation for the duration of the book without resistance, without judgment and
unconditionally, just as an amoeba flows around its prey and then absorbs and assimilates it.
Recording extends our knowledge. The second phase, the adaptation, is like the digestive process of
the amoeba, it is the embedding of the whole, taken up stuff into our previous consciousness, a
conscious and energetic integration. And then we retire, what we could not digest, what we could
not put into our picture of the world. We should allow both to recalibrate our consciousness, and we
need to be well prepared for our happy passage through the end of the world. I ask for nothing less
than that even readers with an already expanded consciousness once again fully engage in this
assimilation. Do it like the amoeba, it swallows everything. And digests after that. So, please decide
to read this book completely - or put it away now. Because this book could change your
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consciousness. In each of us there is a sabotaging censor who will try to prevent the recording. He
wants you to stay as you are. But if we all do that and keep going like this, the catastrophe is
certain. We need to be open to change. In every consciousness, there are shutdown terms and
energies that need to be overcome for a better understanding and a next higher level of
consciousness. To use a mathematical analogy: We must not stop calculating with integers and then
learn to draw roots, we all must deal with the imaginary numbers of unimaginable, negative root
contents in this difficult situation. Each consciousness is followed by a next higher one. And I
suppose that does not stop, even the source continues to develop with us. So please, stay curious as
a child. Jesus said that then you will gain the kingdom of heaven. So, when Lao Tse, a wise man in
ancient China, retired and said goodbye to his surroundings, they asked him, the wise man, to leave
a guide behind so that his wisdom would not be lost with him. And so this Chinese retiree set to
work and wrote the Tao Te King, a recommended book of world literature. My book is at least as
important, and since no one asked me in my environment, I just had to ask myself to write it. I am
convinced that I have discovered how to create Heaven on Earth in no time at all - and of course a
safe passage. My daughter calls this my 'latent megalomania'. The surprising approach to the
solution of this book is also not new. It has already been discovered by many people before.
I dedicate this book to those who preceded me or were wandering by my side and remember them
with gratitude. However, the solution itself is so diverse and multi-dimensional and requires a level
of consciousness like the 'dealing with imaginary numbers' in mathematics. Therefore, most people
who have already recognized this and tried to explain it to others did fail in their attempt. "The
mainstream is so far away from what is really going on here," some told me. Others around me
blame the esoteric spinners and dreamers who "believe in such things". But they failed to recognize
that they only unwisely had shut themselves off, because the esoteric spinners often did not believe,
they just knew it! The alleged 'spinners' could only count on imaginary numbers, while the others
were still looking for solutions to equations in the number space of the fractional calculation that
simply could not be found in this number space (consciousness)!
For months, I also felt overwhelmed with the task itself. But gradually I gained confidence to
master the task. Who, if not me, could explain this context so that even a ten-year-old understands
it? After all, I taught mathematics and economics at a secondary school in Mainz for many years,
later studying the special school teacher for behavior and learning difficulties in Berlin and took a
training as a mediator: everything to support students who are having a hard time learning or are
unable to correct their own behavior so that it no longer harms themselves or others. On my
journey, I have found remarkable insights and tools that, once understood and applied, will allow us
all to create heaven on earth. No, I do not exaggerate. The heaven on earth has become so probably
for me that I can say with our Chancellor Merkel, "that is without an alternative" (a famous quote
about her migrant policy). The heaven on earth, of course, and not our Chancellor or what she
contributes to it. If I was not convinced so far, I would not stick to this book: Believe me, I have
better things to do than sitting in front of my computer for months!
What I do I do thoroughly, I'm very German in that. This book will also contain many things that
have never been put together into a whole in this form. Because only holistically we can
comprehend our role in the Heaven-on-Earth-project. What I introduce here goes far beyond what is
currently considered holistic. The understanding of humanity from the imaginary number space is
virtually insufficient, the mainstream consciousness itself must find a collective imaginary
consciousness – it seems now still to work in the Natural Numbers. It's not about an accumulation
of even more knowledge and opinions. If you do this you gain no bigger consciousness, it's just an
accumulation of even more matrix. Its also not about reading books. Consciousness begins with tiny
consciously decided steps.
It's also not so much about understanding the cause of our problems and about how to best solve
them, this is only a deflection that leads us to enter the slippery fields of the Matrix, a battlefield on
which this controlling manipulating force has long achieved mastery and will play us consistently
against the wall. Conscious creation is different. Awareness itself is very different. Above all, it's
realy easy and completely new at every level. And there are many steps to take. It is also accessible
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to everyone, you do not need to have a secondary school leaving certificate. I myself have learned a
lot from my own children.
Waking up to a new level of consciousness is both difficult and amazingly easy. It can shock you
with what you find out. But your life will be so much more fun as your new consciousness unfolds.
This book will inspire you to do so. Everything that I say you can put to the test, I do it that
practical way myself. I'm not saying: “I'm right”. I'm just saying: “Give it a try!” So hereby I invite
you on a different journey of discovery, one through the jungle of your knowledge, your
experiences, your feelings and your personality towards more of yourself, to create for you and your
loved ones a safe passage through the turmoil of time. Let us recognize the blind spots on the map
of our consciousness, fill them with fresh ideas and new life and together find a way that leads us
happily through the end of the world. I wish us all a merry trip and a safe journey!
Julianne Becker (Eh-Yh-Ra)
Idar-Oberstein, Germany, July 2018

